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[3]. Hence, CP tags maintain stable communication links with
the readers even when the orientation of the tags changes. This
is particularly important when tags are deployed on moving
objects. Moreover, most of the commercial RFID technologies
use CP reader antennas. When the polarization orientation of
the CP tag antenna is perfectly matched with the CP reader
antenna, then the polarization efficiency will be equivalent to
1, which leads to nearly 41% (optimum) improvement in the
attainable read range over an LP tag antenna [4]. In addition,
with the exponentially rising demands of RFID technology,
new requirements on tag antennas’ characteristics have also
been imposed. For instance, tag antennas integrated on vehicle
windshields [3] need to be transparent for enhancing aesthetic.
Similarly, tag antennas used for providing protection against
counterfeiting in retail industry should be visually imperceptible. Unnoticeable tag antennas are also required in involuntary
treatment and dementia care as well as in any other applications which value unobtrusiveness for users’ convenience and
aesthetic. Optical transparency is considered as a good form of
achieving unobtrusiveness in antennas’ visual appearance [5].
It can also be noted that for the deployment on human body
or any platforms with curved surfaces, tag antennas should be
flexible and concurrently robust against physical deformation
[6]. So, it is ascertained that conformal transparent CP tag
antennas have numerous applications. Methods to develop CP
tag antennas can be found in the literature [3], [4], [7]–[10]
but the development of a flexible, robust and transparent CP
tag antenna has not been addressed.
The realization of flexible and optically transparent tag
antennas is, however, very challenging due to the unavailability
of suitable materials and complex fabrication processes. In
the traditional transparent thin films [11]–[13] and meshed
conductors [14], [15], there is a trade-off between the optical
and electrical properties [16], hence, high optical transparency
and good RF performance cannot be achieved simultaneously.
Moreover, complex and costly fabrication techniques are required to fabricate antennas with these materials. It is also
challenging to maintain robust integration of these transparent
conductors with flexible substrates in harsh physical deformations [17].
Recently, conductive-mesh-polymer composite [18] has
been presented as an excellent candidate for the realization of
flexible transparent antennas, demonstrating some interesting
features of high flexibility, robustness and ease of fabrication.
This composite material has therefore been selected to realize
the proposed tag antenna.
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Abstract—Optically transparent flexible tag antennas are
highly desired for some applications, where unobtrusiveness and
capability of mounting on curved surfaces are required. On
the other hand, circular polarization minimizes signal degradation due to polarization mismatch between the reader and
tag antennas, thus ensuring good communication quality and
accuracy. In this paper, we present an optically transparent and
flexible radio frequency identification (RFID) passive tag antenna
operating in the ultra-high frequency (UHF) band and exhibits
circular polarization. It is thin, lightweight and completely
encapsulated inside transparent polymer which protects it against
dust, water, heat and mechanical stress. The tag antenna is made
by utilizing highly flexible and transparent conductive-meshpolymer composite through a simple and low-cost manufacturing
process. The antenna design is based on a planar square-ring.
It achieves a measured maximum read range of about 8.3 m
and approximately 47 MHz (885–932 MHz) 3-dB axial-ratio
bandwidth.
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I. I NTRODUCTION

In recent years, radio frequency identification (RFID) technology operating in the ultra-high frequency (UHF) band has
attracted considerable attention due to the excellent features of
long reading range, high data rate and small size. UHF RFID
systems have enormous applications in wireless detection and
tracking operations, including object identification, electronic
toll collection, health-care, distributed sensor networks, access
control, supply chain management and detection of fraudulent
activities in retail shops, factories and warehouses [1], [2].
In passive UHF RFID systems, tag antennas among other
factors determine the read range and data accuracy. Circularly
polarized (CP) tag antennas are preferred over linearly polarized (LP) tag antennas because of their less sensitivity to
multipath effects caused by reflections from ambient objects
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Fig. 1. Antenna configuration: (a) Top view, (b) Side view. (lr = 65, ls =
69, wr = 2, lm = 18, wm = 21, lx = 16, g = 4, lf = 23, wf = 25, d = 2, p
= 13, xs = 20, ys = 12, ws = 4, hb = 0.5, ht = 0.5). (All dimensions are in
mm).

II. A NTENNA GEOMETRY AND DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
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The topology of the demonstrated CP tag antenna is shown
in Fig. 1. The antenna accomplishes a narrow square-ring,
loaded with meander strip, feeding strip, and matching strip. In
simulation, the antenna was excited with a 50-Ω excitation port
and post-processing was applied for further investigations of
the tag antenna performance (e.g., input reflection coefficient
and read range) for actual IC impedance. To note that, the
port is an external structure which does not affect the antenna
characteristics, such as input impedance, current distribution,
directivity and radiation pattern. The selected width of the
ring is 2 mm which is optimized to maintain larger opening
for better transparency while giving good reading range. The
meander strip is introduced in the antenna to reduce its size.
This meander strip also disturbs the induced electric field
along the x- and y-axes in the quadrature phase [3] and, thus,
excites CP radiation. The associated feeding strip along with
an open gap maintains CP radiation. By optimizing the length,
lf and width, wf of the feeding strip, position of the IC, p,
position of the gap, lx and width of the gap, g, CP radiation
is excited in the desired operating band. The directions of
the simulated current distribution of the antenna at the time
phases 0°, 90°, 180° and 270° are shown in Fig. 2, which
indicates that the antenna is circularly polarized. Fig. 3 depicts
the simulated radiation patterns of the antenna in xz- and yzplanes, demonstrating that the antenna radiates bidirectionally
with a left-hand circular polarization (LHCP) towards the front
side of the antenna (i.e., positive z-axis direction) and a righthand circular polarization (RHCP) towards the back side of the
antenna. The simulated 3-dB AR beamwidths of the antenna at
900 MHz are approximately 75° and 50° in xz- and yz-planes,
respectively, which demonstrates a wide angular span of the
CP performance.
The conductive parts of the antenna are fabricated with
flexible conductive sheet, VeilShield from Less EMF Inc.
VeilShield is a very thin (57 µm) conductive sheet having
low sheet resistance (0.1 Ω/sq). The top and bottom PDMS
layers serve as the protective covers of the antenna. PDMS
solution was prepared by using Dow Corning Sylgard 184
silicone elastomer kit, maintaining 10:1 base to curing agent
mixing ratio. By using Agilent 85070E Dielectric Kit, the
measured dielectric constant of the PDMS was found 2.75
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In this paper, a new flexible UHF RFID CP tag antenna
is introduced. It exhibits high optical transparency, flexibility,
good reading distance and CP bandwidth, and comprises a
simple and planar structure. For designing transparent antennas, the geometry occupying large open area is the appropriate
choice. For this reason, ring-shaped geometry has been utilized
for the demonstrated tag antenna. Moreover, with planar ring
antennas, good axial ratio (AR) bandwidth can be achieved [3],
[4] and its planar structure makes it easy to manufacture. The
performance of the proposed antenna was examined through
fabricating a prototype and measuring its read range and CP
performance in both unbent and bent states. The prototype
shows robust performance when exposed to physical deformations, demonstrating its suitability for ubiquitous applications.

(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)
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Fig. 2. Predicted current distribution of the tag antenna at 900 MHz at the
time phases: (a) 0°, (b) 90°, (c) 180° and (d) 270°.

which was nearly invariable in the conducted measurement
from 0.5 to 10.6 GHz, whereas the loss tangent varied from
0.008 to 0.07 in this frequency range. The thickness of the tag
antenna with PDMS encapsulation is 1 mm. VeilShield itself
is not robust but after forming the composite with PDMS,
it turns into a highly flexible and robust material [18]. The
NXP UCODE G2iL series RFID microchip is used as the tag
IC in this design, which has a wake-up power of -18 dBm
(15 µW). The IC is mounted by the manufacturer on a copper
fixture patterned on plastic film. The 3 mm × 3 mm pad of the
fixture is attached to the antenna with silver conductive epoxy.
The tag IC along with the copper fixture is modelled in the
simulations as the parallel connection of a 2.85 kΩ resistor
and a 0.91 pF capacitor [6]. At 900 MHz, the impedance of
the equivalent circuit of the IC is approximately 13.2-193j
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Simulated radiation patterns of the antenna at 900 MHz: (a) xz-plane
and (b) yz-plane.
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ratio. The measurements were conducted upon a fully assembled tag in an anechoic chamber with Voyantic Tagformance
system based on a reader-to-tag communication threshold. It
is worth to mention the advantages of this approach. Firstly,
there is no need to measure the tag antenna and the IC
separately. Secondly, it takes into account the IC mounting
parasitics correctly and automatically [22]. The performance
of the proposed tag antenna were measured in unbent state
and different bending states. The performance under bent
states were observed to explore its suitability in conformal
environment. The performance under bending was assessed
with the antenna conformed over a hollow cylindrical structure
having the radius of approximately 30 mm and 40 mm in both
x-axis (horizontal) and y-axis (vertical) directions. Moreover,
the antenna was measured when bent along diagonal axis with
a bending radius of approximately 40 mm. The bending test
set-up is shown in the inset of Fig. 5.
For measuring the antenna’s axial ratio (AR), we used an
LP antenna at the reader module of the system and recorded
the threshold power (Pth ) at various rotating angles of the
tag in xy-plane (see the inset of Fig. 5). Here, Pth is defined
as the lowest transmission power at which the tag remains
responsive, i.e., being able to send a valid 16-bit random
number as a response to a query command in ISO 180006C communication standard. Both the tag and reader antennas
were positioned at the same height and the rotating angle
resolution of the tag was 10°. At each frequency, the AR was
calculated from the maximum and minimum values of Pth
over the whole rotation angles with the following relationship
[23]:
s
Pth,max
Atag =
(3)
Pth,min

an

λ
dtag (φ, θ) =
4π

(a)

Fig. 4. Photographs of the fabricated prototype: (a) unbent state, (b) bent
state.

us

Ω. For optimum power transfer between the antenna and the
tag chip, tag antenna’s input impedance should be conjugate
matched with the tag IC’s input impedance. However, input
impedance of a square-ring antenna is high [19]. For proper
impedance matching, the matching strip is introduced to form
a closed loop around the feeding points to reduce the input
resistance [3] to match it with the IC. Input impedance of the
tag antenna can be tuned and matched to tag IC by optimizing
the parameters xs , ys and ws . However, from the investigation,
it is found that there is a trade-off among conjugate impedance
matching, read range and polarization state. In this work, the
antenna design parameters are optimized for maximizing the
tag read range while having a good CP in the target operating
band instead of focusing on achieving an optimal impedance
matching.
In free-space, the attainable read range of the tag in the directions φ and θ of a spherical coordinate system is computed
in the simulations by using the formula given in [20]:
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where λ is the free-space wavelength of the reader’s carrier
signal, χpol is the mutual polarization power efficiency between the tag and reader antennas, er is the radiation efficiency
of the tag antenna, D is the directivity of the tag antenna,
EIRP is the equivalent isotropic radiated power of the reader,
Pic0 is the wake-up power of the tag IC and τ is the power
transmission coefficient which accounts for the impedance
mismatch between the antenna (Zant ) and IC (Zic ). Power
transmission coefficient, τ is determined by the following
equation:
τ=

4Re(Zant )Re(Zic )
|Zant + Zic |2

(2)

In simulations, dtag was calculated under the European
RFID emission regulation: EIRP = 3.28 W, assuming perfect
polarization matching between the reader and tag antennas:
χpol = 1.
The photograph of the fabricated prototype shown in
Fig. 4(a) demonstrates its high transparency by the clear
visibility of the printed text through it. The area occupied by
the ring and feeding structure (i.e., nearly 18% of the total area
of the antenna) has about 70% optical transparency based on
an investigation under a Carry 5000 UV-vis-NIR spectrophotometer from Agilent, and the rest of the antenna, composed of
PDMS, has approximately 94% transparency [21]. In Fig. 4(b),
the antenna under extreme bending is shown, demonstrating its
excellent flexibility. The prototype was fabricated by following
the same layer-by-layer manufacturing procedure using ringshaped molds as described in our previous work [18].
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III. M EASUREMENTS AND RESULTS
A. Measurement procedure
The performance of the fabricated tag antenna was experimentally characterized in terms of its reading range and axial

After measuring the axial ratio of the antenna, we measured
the read range of the antenna by using a CP reader antenna.
The attainable read range (dtag ) of the tag is estimated from
its measured threshold power in accordance with the following
equation [24]:
r
λ
EIRP Pth∗
dtag =
(4)
4π
Λ
Pth
where Λ and Pth∗ are the sensitivity and measured threshold
power of the reference tag, respectively. The sensitivity Λ
comes from the manufacturer and Pth∗ is the threshold power
of the system reference tag measured by us (this is the part
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Ref.

Size (mm2 )

Max. Read
Range (m)

[3]
[4]
[7]
[8]
[9]
[10]
Proposed

54 × 54
90 × 90
36.5 × 36.5
70 × 70
100 × 100
127.9 × 189.6
69 × 69

8.3
16.3
7.6
2
4.1
8
8.3

an

B. Results

TABLE I
C OMPARISON OF THE DEMONSTRATED CP TAG ANTENNA WITH OTHER
STATE - OF - THE - ART UHF CP TAG ANTENNAS

cr

of the calibration procedure we undertook each time before
starting the measurement of the actual tag under test). In
Eq. (4), dtag describes the maximum theoretical distance
between the tag and reader in free space environment. Since
the reference tag is linearly polarized, we divided the Pth∗ with
a factor of two to compensate the linear-to-circular polarization
mismatch loss.

Fig. 6. Axial ratio (AR) of the CP tag antenna in flat state and various bending
configurations.

us

Fig. 5. Read range of the CP tag antenna in flat state and various bending
configurations. The inset shows the bending test set-up.

3-dB
AR BW
(MHz)
36
50
11.4
6
20
15
47

Gain
at
915 MHz
(dBic)
1.8
2.83
NA
-13
-8.5
6
-1.05

bandwidth are 31 MHz (887–918 MHz) and 32 MHz (897–
929 MHz) in 30 mm and 40 mm bending radius, respectively.
In diagonal bending, the 3-dB AR bandwidth is 37 MHz (889–
926 MHz). From the bending test results, it can be concluded
that the new tag antenna is well suited for flexible operations.
Finally, the performance of the new antenna is compared
with a few other state-of-the-art UHF CP tag antennas in Table
I. As can be seen, the read range and CP performance of the
new tag antenna are comparable to the previously reported
CP tag antennas which are all rigid and opaque. Therefore,
the proposed tag antenna can be a potential candidate for
conformal transparent CP RFID operations.
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The predicted attainable read range in flat state derived from
simulation and the measured results in both flat and bent states
are shown in Fig. 5 in the frequency range 880-960 MHz.
The illustrated results in Fig. 5 depict very good agreement
between the predicted and measured flat state results. The
small discrepancy in results comes from the inaccuracy in
manual fabrication process as well as the attachment of the
tag IC to the antenna by using silver epoxy. In unbent state,
the measured read range at the target frequency of 900 MHz
is approximately 7.3 m. The read range performance of this
transparent flexible tag antenna is comparable to rigid opaque
tag antennas [3], [7]–[10]. The attainable read range of the tag
antenna under different bending states are shown in Fig. 5,
which exhibits the variations in the read range across the
observation frequency. The variations in read range under
bending states happen possibly due to the changes in the
antenna physical structure under deformation, affecting the
overall antenna characteristics (i.e., input impedance, directivity, radiation pattern, and axial ratio) and their frequency
trends. The bending test results depict that under the bending
at small radii, the antenna read range performance remains
satisfactory.
The predicted and measured axial ratio (AR) in the flat
state are depicted in Fig. 6 and a good agreement can be
observed between them. A small variation comes from the
fabrication error. As AR is highly sensitive to the antenna
geometry, specially feeding strip, any little discrepancy in
feeding structure affects the AR performance severely. The
measured results of Fig. 6 show that the proposed tag antenna
has excellent CP performance in the operating UHF band. The
measured 3-dB AR bandwidth (BW) of the antenna in flat state
is 47 MHz (885–932 MHz). Fig. 6 also illustrates the AR
performance under different bent states. In x-axis (horizontal)
bending, the 3-dB AR bandwidth are 35 MHz (882–917 MHz)
and 46 MHz (882–928 MHz) in 30 mm and 40 mm bending
radius, respectively. In y-axis (vertical) bending, the 3-dB AR
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IV. C ONCLUSION
A highly flexible, robust and transparent passive UHF CP
tag antenna has been demonstrated in this paper. This PDMS
encapsulated tag antenna is realized from transparent and flexible conductive-mesh-polymer composite. The new antenna
can be used in many applications where the RFID tags are
frequently exposed to harsh mechanical stress. The CP nature
of the tag antenna makes it suitable for many applications,
especially where the tag is mounted on moving objects and the
orientation between the tag and reader is likely to mismatch.
Due to conformal structure, the developed antenna can be
mounted on both flat and curved surfaces. The prototype has
demonstrated a very good read range, comparable to some
rigid CP tag antennas, and good CP bandwidth in both flat
and bent states. In flat state, the maximum measured attainable
read range and 3-dB AR bandwidth are 8.3 m and 47 MHz,
respectively. Moreover, the antenna maintains excellent read
range and CP performance in different bending states. The
developed tag antenna is, therefore, a promising solution for
unnoticeable tracking operations.
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